Molecular cloning and mRNA expression of duck invariant chain.
In the present study we identified a duck invariant chain (Ii) cDNA, named duck Ii-1, by RT-PCR and RACE. It was 1190 bp in length and contained a 669 bp open reading frame. An alternative transcript encoding a thyroglobulin (Tg)-containing form of Ii, named duck Ii-2, was also found in duck. The putative amino acid sequence of duck Ii-1 showed an 82% similarity to chicken Ii-1 and about 60% similarity to its mammalian homologues. The similarity of the Tg domain between duck and chicken Ii-2 was 96%, and about 70% between duck and mammalian Ii. The result of RT-PCR showed that Ii mRNA was extensively expressed in various tissues. High levels of both Ii-1 and Ii-2 mRNA were observed in the spleen and bursa of Fabricius. The predicted three-dimensional (3D) structures of duck Ii trimerization and Tg domain are similar to the corresponding regions of human Ii analyzed by comparative protein modeling. These findings indicate that the two isoforms of duck Ii, which strongly expressed in the major immune organs, share structural identity with human Ii.